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EASYSpec -The Automation Specification Service for Professionals 

 

The Electro Automation Group is one of the leading automation companies providing solutions for the 

automation of gates, doors, barriers, turnstiles, bollards and car parking control. 

When planning a project that includes automation, it is important from the outset to lay down a 

foundation specification that will clearly explain what is required, and give contractors an opportunity to 

offer proposals that will meet or exceed the project requirements. 

The EASYSpec system allows just that. Set out in a clear and unambiguous manner, each EASYSpec 

specification document gives a brief overview of the product range in general, before going into detail 

on a specific proposal. The specification is generic and is generally for the most common use of the 

system concerned. As such it will be suitable for the majority of projects. However, if you require a 

change to the specification, or wish to consider a different control system, simply contact us and we will 

make the changes for you. 

If you want the specification to be site specific, please contact us and we one of our experienced 

surveyors will obtain the details before producing a detailed and bespoke specification. 

All we ask is that you consider retaining our name and contact details within the specification when it is 

included within your documents. 

To use the EASYSpec system, all you have to do is register your email address. Once you have done 

that, all the specifications are available to you immediately. 

New EASYSpec specifications are being added each week, but currently you have choices that deal 

with Automatic Gates (Sliding and Swing), Automatic Sliding Doors, Automatic Swing Doors and 

Automatic Traffic Control Barriers to name just a few. 


